Identification of regulatory elements and their target genes is complicated by the fact that regulatory elements can act over large genomic distances. Identification of long-range acting elements is particularly important in the case of disease genes as mutations in these elements can result in human disease. It is becoming increasingly clear that longrange control of gene expression is facilitated by chromatin looping interactions. These interactions can be detected by chromosome conformation capture (3C). Here, we employed 3C as a discovery tool for identification of long-range regulatory elements that control the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator gene, CFTR. We identified four elements in a 460-kb region around the locus that loop specifically to the CFTR promoter exclusively in CFTR expressing cells. The elements are located 20 and 80 kb upstream; and 109 and 203 kb downstream of the CFTR promoter. These elements contain DNase I hypersensitive sites and histone modification patterns characteristic of enhancers. The elements also interact with each other and the latter two activate the CFTR promoter synergistically in reporter assays. Our results reveal novel long-range acting elements that control expression of CFTR and suggest that 3C-based approaches can be used for discovery of novel regulatory elements.
INTRODUCTION
Appropriate spatial and temporal control of gene expression depends on regulatory input from cis-acting elements such as promoters, enhancers and repressors. Identification of these elements is challenging because they can be located far from their target gene, sometimes up to several megabases (1) (2) (3) . Detailed knowledge of such distant regulatory elements and their mechanism of action will greatly contribute to basic understanding of gene expression.
Abundant evidence suggests that human disease can be caused by mutations that affect distant regulatory elements, while leaving the disease gene itself intact. Examples include Aniridia, caused by loss of distant regulatory elements of the PAX6 gene, and blepharophimosis syndrome (BPES) that can be caused by deletion of regulatory elements located >600 kb from the FOXL2 gene (4, 5) .
Regulatory elements are often characterized by the presence of DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHS), which can mark the position where transcription factors are bound to DNA. Other chromatin features found at distant regulatory elements are increased levels of H3K4me1 and histone acetylation (6, 7) . In addition, these sequences are often conserved across species (8, 9) . All these features can be used to identify putative functional elements and these powerful strategies are currently widely applied (10, 11) . However, these analyses do not immediately reveal the target genes of these regulatory elements.
Regulatory elements can directly associate with target promoters through chromatin looping (1) (2) (3) 12) . These looping interactions can be detected using chromosome conformation capture, or 3C (13) . The insight that regulatory elements physically associate with promoters provides a methodology to discover novel regulatory elements by performing systematic 3C analyses to search for genomic elements that are found to interact with a specific promoter. Here we tested the feasibility of such an approach by analysis of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) locus. Identification of extragenic regulatory elements for this locus (and other disease related loci) is especially important because (i) they could be screened for mutations in patients with no known mutations in the CFTR gene itself, and thus aid in proper diagnosis, and (ii) they could be included in gene therapy constructs (to recapitulate endogenous CFTR regulation). Finally, identification of CFTR regulatory elements will provide basic insights into the mechanisms that control expression of CFTR, which could also lead to new approaches to boost or manipulate CFTR expression in patients.
The CFTR gene is, when both alleles are mutated, responsible for cystic fibrosis. It contains a promoter that has many characteristics of a housekeeping gene including potential binding sites for SP1 (14) . Also present is a critical CCAAT-like element, shown to bind C/EBP (15), implicating cAMP as a possible regulator. Supporting a role for cAMP in CFTR regulation is data showing that cAMP activation of protein kinase A can regulate basal CFTR expression (16) and the discovery that CREB and ATF-1 bind the CFTR promoter in a cAMP-responsive manner (17) . A YY1 element has also been identified that, when mutated, significantly increases the expression of CFTR (18) . However, despite the abundance of regulatory elements in the CFTR promoter, it is clear that additional elements are required for the complex spatio-temporal expression pattern of the CFTR gene (19) . Indeed, work from the Harris laboratory has identified additional putative regulatory elements located within introns of the gene, as well up-and down-stream of the locus. For instance, HNF1a has been found to interact with a putative regulatory element in introns 1, 10, 17a and 20 and over-expression of this protein results in increased CFTR mRNA levels (20, 21) .
Here we applied a systematic 3C analysis to a 460 Kb chromosomal region surrounding the CFTR transcription start site (TSS). We examined different cell lines that either express or do not express the gene in order to identify regulatory elements that function specifically in CFTRexpressing cells. Our approach was validated by identification of previously discovered regulatory elements, e.g. an element located 203 Kb downstream of the promoter that coincides with a DHS [referred to as DHS4574+15.3 (22) ] and that has been found to be able to act as an insulator (23) . Importantly, we discovered an additional regulatory element: one located within intron 11 (109 kb downstream of the TSS) that interacts with the CFTR TSS exclusively in cells that express the gene. Additional 3C analyses allowed us to define the locations of long-rangeacting elements at $1 kb resolution. In CFTR expressing cells, these elements contain the characteristic features of known regulatory elements, such as the presence of a DHS and specific histone modification patterns. Interestingly, we find that regulatory elements also interact with each other, and in the case of the elements located 109 and 203 Kb downstream of the TSS synergistically activate the CFTR promoter in reporter assays. These studies identify novel CFTR regulatory elements and provide insights into combinatorial control of the gene. Finally, these results provide strong evidence that 3C-based approaches provide tools for ab initio discovery of regulatory elements and their target genes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture
We used six cell lines for the 3C analyses: Caco2, HT29, HeLa S3, GM06990, K562 and HepG2. The GM06990 cell line was obtained from Coriell Cell Repositories, and the Caco2, HT29, HeLa S3, K562 and HepG2 cell lines from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). All cell lines were grown at 37 C in 5% CO 2 in medium containing 1% penicillin-streptomycin. Caco2 cells were grown in MEM alpha medium supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS), HT29 cells in DMEM medium with 10% FBS, HeLa S3 in F12K medium with 10% FBS, GM06990 and K562 cells in RPMI medium with 10% FBS and HepG2 in MEM alpha medium with 10% FBS. Suspension cells were harvested at log-phase and monolayer cells were grown to 95% confluency before harvesting for RT-PCR and 3C analysis.
RT-PCR
Total RNA from the six cell lines was isolated using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). CFTR RNA transcript levels were analyzed using Power SYBR Õ Green RNA-to-C T 1-Step Kit (Applied Biosystems) on a StepOnePlus TM Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). HPRT1 was used to normalize the data. Primer sequences are available in Supplementary Table S1 .
3C analysis
The 3C analysis was performed using EcoRI as described previously (24) (25) (26) . We generated a control library using BAC clones obtained from Invitrogen and the Children's Hospital Oakland Research Institute (CHORI). We used three minimally overlapping BAC clones spanning the investigated locus: RP11-35E12, RP11-450L14 and CTD-2034E23, as well as the BAC clone RP11-197K24 from a gene desert region (ENCODE region Enr313) as described in Dostie et al. (27) . We normalized the data of each experiment using 20 interaction frequencies measured in this gene desert region to allow direct comparison of data obtained with different cell lines. 3C analysis of Caco2 versus GM06990 was performed in four independent experiments, HT29 versus K562 in 2, and HeLa S3 versus HepG2 in 1, and each experiment was quantified at least in triplicate. 3C fine mapping of elements III and IV was preformed with BsrGI in the cell lines Caco2 and GM06990, and three independent experiments were performed. Primer sequences are available in Supplementary  Table S1 . 3C data is available in Supplementary Table S2 .
Generation of reporter constructs
The pGL3 basic vector (Promega) was transformed into a Gateway-compatible destination vector by inserting the R4R2 cassette into the MluI restriction site according to the MultiSite Gateway Cloning manual (Invitrogen). Insertion of the cassette in the correct orientation to drive transcription of the luciferase gene was verified by sequencing. The R4R2 cassette was a generous gift by the Walhout Lab. A 1.7-kb fragment spanning the CFTR basal promoter (from À1691 to À35 bp from the ATG translation start site) was amplified with primers with B1B2 tails and cloned into the destination vector. Potential enhancer elements were amplified with primers containing B4B1R tails and each of these elements was cloned upstream of the promoter fragment. As the EcoRI DNA looping elements as identified by 3C were on average 4 kb in size, we split each element in smaller overlapping segments of 1.1-1.8 kb to allow positioning of the regulatory element more precisely: element III was split into two and element IV into three segments. 51 bp fragment in the promoter-only construct, but not in the element-promoter constructs did not affect the interpretation of the enhancing effects of the elements, as shown by analysis of a pair of promoter and promoter-element IV constructs that both lack this sequence yet gave identical levels of promoter activation by element IV (Supplementary Figure S3) . As a positive control, we generated a construct containing a fragment of intron 1 of the CFTR gene. This fragment was previously shown to have significant enhancer activity (28) . The intron 1 fragment was amplified using primers IA1R and TSR8 as described in ref. (28) and containing as well the B4B1R tails. We also generated a construct containing the segments with the highest enhancer activity from both elements III and IV as a fusion. To this end, we performed a fusion PCR (29) of elements IIIb and IVc, and cloned this fused fragment upstream of the CFTR promoter insert.
DNAse I mapping and analysis of histone modification patterns in the ENCODE regions DHS data and histone modification data were generated as previously described (30, 31) . Data are available at http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/pilot.html, where detailed descriptions of the methods can also be found.
Transfection and luciferase assays
Transient transfections were performed on two monolayer cell lines, the CFTR-expressing Caco2 and non-CFTR expressing HepG2 cell line grown in 96-well plates to 70-80% confluency. In all transfection experiments the pGL3 constructs were cotransfected with 1/10 the amount of DNA of pRL-TK as a transfection control, using Effectene as transfection reagent, as indicated in the manufacturer's manual (Qiagen). Luciferase assays were carried out using the dual luciferase kit (Promega) on a 96-well plate reader. Each transfection experiment was carried out at least five times with individual constructs being assayed in duplicate in each experiment. Results are expressed as relative luciferase activity, with the pGL3-basic vector-promoter alone construct activity equal to 1. One-tailed t-tests were performed to test significance of the increased luciferase activity.
RESULTS
Identification of long-range interactions between the CFTR promoter and distant elements
Long-range looping interactions can be detected using 3C (13) . 3C is a widely used method and the procedure has previously been described in detail (13, 25, 32, 33) . Briefly, 3C employs formaldehyde cross-linking to capture physically interacting chromatin segments. Cross-linked chromatin is then solubilized, digested and intra-molecularly ligated so that pairs of interacting genomic elements are converted into unique ligation products. Ligation products are then detected and quantified by semi-quantitative PCR (see 'Materials and Methods' section).
Here we used 3C as a discovery tool for ab initio identification of distant regulatory elements that interact specifically with the active CFTR promoter. We performed 3C with Caco2 cells, which express high levels of CFTR, and with GM06990 lymphoblastoid cells, which express very low levels of CFTR (Supplementary Figure S1 ) to identify genomic elements that physically associate with the CFTR promoter. We used a PCR primer located in the EcoRI fragment that contains the CFTR TSS and paired it with primers in restriction fragments throughout a 460-kb region surrounding the promoter (primer sequences available in Supplementary Table S1 ). This experimental setup will detect ligation (and thus long-range interaction) of the promoter fragment with any of the other restriction fragments. The results are shown in Figure 1A (3C data available in Supplementary Table S2) . In GM06990 cells, we observe that the promoter fragment interacts most strongly with nearby restriction fragments and that interaction frequencies decrease precipitously for fragments located farther away. This inverse relationship between interaction frequency and genomic distance is expected for a flexible chromatin fiber in the absence of any specific long-range looping interactions (13, 24, (34) (35) (36) . Specific long-range looping interactions would result in peaks of interaction frequency super-imposed upon this background of interactions. We conclude that in GM06990 cells, the promoter does not engage in specific interactions with elements located in the surrounding 460 kb ( Figure 1A) .
In Caco2 cells, we also observe frequent interactions between the promoter fragment and nearby restriction fragments. In addition, we observe frequent interactions with several other restriction fragments, as evidenced by local peaks in interaction frequency above the background of non-specific associations. Two interacting restriction fragments are located 20 and 80 kb upstream of the TSS; one is located within the CFTR gene 109 kb downstream of the promoter in intron 11 and a fourth fragment is located 203 kb downstream of the TSS (15 kb downstream of the 3 0 -end of the gene). To confirm these results we analyzed two additional pairs of cell lines, each composed of one cell line that expresses CFTR and one that does not. First, we chose HT29 cells, which express high levels of CFTR (37), and K562 cells, which do not express CFTR (as determined by RT-PCR, Supplementary Figure S1 ). We again performed 3C to analyze long-range interactions with the CFTR promoter fragment ( Figure 1B ). We observe that in both cell lines the promoter fragment frequently interacts with neighboring fragments, as expected, but these interactions are less frequent in HT29 cells than in K562 cells. We have previously observed that interaction frequencies around active promoters can be reduced, possibly as the result of local chromatin decondensation (24) . Importantly, we found no evidence for specific long-range looping interactions in K562 cells, but we again observe local peaks in interaction frequency for multiple restriction fragments in CFTR-expressing HT29 cells. Importantly, these interacting restriction fragments are the same as those observed in Caco2 cells ( Figure 1A ). In addition, we observe a region encompassing several EcoRI restriction fragments around the 3 0 -end of the CFTR gene that all display increased interaction frequencies as compared to K562 cells, suggesting the presence of multiple interacting elements in that region.
Second, we analyzed HeLa S3 cells that express CFTR at a low level and HepG2 cells that do not express CFTR (as determined by RT-PCR, Supplementary Figure S1 ). In HeLa S3 cells we again detect specific long-range interactions between the CFTR promoter fragment and a set of distant fragments, whereas no specific long-range interactions were detected in HepG2 cells ( Figure 1C ). All interacting fragments correspond to the same set of fragments detected in Caco2 and HT29 cells, except one: in HeLa S3 cells the promoter fragment does not frequently interact with the fragment located at À20 kb. Instead, the promoter fragment associates more frequently with the restriction fragment immediately adjacent to this fragment, located at À17 kb. In HepG2 this À17 kb fragment also interacts with the promoter fragment somewhat more frequently than neighboring fragments. The two adjacent fragments located at À17 and À20 kb may contain two separate elements, or a single interacting region that displays cell type specific differences in the precise point of contact with the promoter. Finally, as in HT29 cells, we observe that in HeLa S3 cells the promoter fragment frequently interacts with several restriction fragments near and beyond the 3 0 end of the gene. Thus, multiple long-range interactions are observed between the CFTR promoter fragment and several Figure 1 . Chromosome conformation capture (3C) reveals four elements that interact with the CFTR transcription start site. All experiments used EcoRI to digest the chromatin. Interaction frequencies between the CFTR transcription start site and a 460 kb surrounding region are determined by 3C. Primer sequences can be found in Supplementary Table S1 . 3C data can be found in Supplementary Table S2 . (A) 3C profile of Caco2 cells (black circles), which express the CFTR gene, and GM06990 cells (white circles), which express the gene at low levels. (B) 3C profile of HT29 cells (black circles), which express the CFTR gene, and K562 cells (white circles) which do not express the gene. (C) 3C profile of HeLa S3 cells (black circles) which express the CFTR gene, and HepG2 cells (white circles), which do not express the gene. restriction fragments upstream and downstream of the gene as well as within an intron of the gene. Moreover, these interactions are observed only in CFTR expressing cells (Caco2, HT29 and HeLa S3) and not in non-expressing cells (K562 and HepG2). Interestingly, GM06990 cells do not display these long-range interactions, yet express CFTR at a very low, but detectable, level. Thus, the correlation between CFTR expression and looping between the promoter and these distal elements is not absolute (see 'Discussion' section). Analysis of digestion efficiency confirmed that these frequent interactions are not due to more efficient digestion of the corresponding restriction sites, consistent with many other studies that showed that digestion efficiency is not a major contributor to variation in 3C interaction frequencies [data not shown; (24, (38) (39) (40) ].
For further analyses, we focused on loci that are consistently found to interact with the CFTR promoter in all three CFTR expressing cell lines. These looping elements are located at À80, À20/À17, +109 and +203 kb from the TSS (highlighted by gray bars in Figure 1 ). From here on we refer to these looping elements with Roman numerals (I through IV, with element II containing the two adjacent restriction fragments located 20 and 17 kb upstream of the TSS). It is important to point out that other interacting elements may be present at other locations in and around the CFTR locus, as suggested by additional cell-line-specific peaks, e.g. around the 3 0 -end of the gene in HT29 cells. Consistently, one of these restriction fragments contains an element (located 6.8-kb downstream of the gene) that has recently been shown to bind CTCF and to also interact with the CFTR promoter in primary epididymis cells (23) .
Three of the four identified elements (elements I, II and IV) had been previously identified, but only element II had been implicated in CFTR regulation. Element I may play a structural role but does not appear to be critical for CFTR regulation as constructs lacking this element faithfully reproduce the appropriate expression pattern of CFTR in mouse (41) . Element II has previously been shown to play a role in CFTR regulation as deletion of this element reduces CFTR expression (41) . We note that the ENCODE consortium recently identified sites that are bound by the CTCF protein in the restriction fragment directly adjacent to element II in Caco2 cells (J. Stamatoyannopoulos, unpublished results). The Harris lab also demonstrated CTCF binding to this element in Caco2 and Calu3 cells (42) . This is interesting because CTCF has been directly implicated in mediating long-range looping interactions (43) (44) (45) . In addition, DHSs, indicating the presence of putative regulatory elements, have been identified in or directly adjacent to both elements I and II (46) . These data validate our 3C-based strategy for regulatory element discovery.
Long-range interactions between looping elements
Long-range regulatory elements not only interact with promoters, but in some cases have also been found to interact with other regulatory elements, e.g. in the case of the beta-globin locus (27, 38, 43) . To determine whether any long-range interactions occur between the looping elements we identified above, we again employed 3C analysis.
First, we performed 3C analyses anchored on the elements I, II (anchored on the restriction fragment located 20-kb upstream of the TSS), III and IV in Caco2 and GM06990 cells (Figure 2 ). As expected, we find that these elements interact frequently with nearby restriction fragments in both cell lines. In addition, these elements interact frequently with the CFTR promoter fragment in Caco2 cells, but not in GM06990 cells. Elements I and II do appear to interact with elements III and IV, as minor peaks at the corresponding locations are visible (Figure 2A and C) , although these interactions are considerably less frequent than their interaction with the promoter fragment. Interestingly, in Caco2 cells, elements III and IV are found to interact prominently with each other, as strong peaks of interaction frequencies are readily detected between the two restriction fragments ( Figure 2E and G) . In GM06990 cells we did not detect any obvious peaks in the 3C interaction profiles, suggesting that there are no specific looping interactions between these elements in that cell line. We note that interactions obtained with all four anchor elements are generally higher in Caco2 cells as compared to GM06990 cells throughout the region, which is as predicted for a locus that is more compact as a result of long-range looping interactions (34) . We conclude that in Caco2 cells elements I-IV not only interact with the CFTR promoter fragment but also associate with each other, although somewhat less frequently.
We repeated the 3C analysis in HeLa S3 and HepG2 cells with the exception that for these cells the anchor for element II was on the restriction fragment located at À17 kb that we found to interact more frequently with the promoter fragment than the À20 kb restriction fragment ( Figure 1C ). We again observe that in HeLa S3 cells, but not in HepG2 cells, elements III and IV interact prominently with each other, as compared to background levels at other positions in the locus ( Figure 2F and H) . Elements I and II also display local peaks of interaction at the locations of the other looping elements ( Figure 2B and D). The interaction between element I and IV is particularly prominent in HeLa S3 cells, whereas this interaction is much less pronounced in Caco2 cells.
We conclude that in CFTR expressing cells, elements I-IV not only interact with the promoter fragment but also with each other. In addition, the relative interaction frequency of these elements is somewhat different in the two cell lines.
Fine mapping of looping elements III and IV
Elements I and II are not further analyzed here, as they have been characterized before (41, 42) . Rather we focused on elements III and IV in Caco2 cells as they could represent novel regulatory elements that control the CFTR gene.
The above 3C analysis identified individual EcoRI restriction fragments that displayed the most prominent interactions with the promoter fragment. The size of these restriction fragments averages 4 kb, but the elements that mediate these interactions are most likely considerably smaller. In order to determine the position of the putative elements at higher resolution, we repeated the 3C analysis with another restriction enzyme, BsrGI. We chose this enzyme because it cuts the selected EcoRI fragments into smaller pieces. We then analyzed the interactions between the BsrGI fragment containing the TSS and several BsrGI fragments located around the positions of elements III and IV (Figure 3 ). We find a local peak of interaction between the promoter fragment and a 1066 bp fragment containing element III, located in the 3 0 -end of the original 3252 bp EcoRI fragment ( Figures 3A and 4A) . We also see a peak between the promoter fragment and a 1560 bp fragment, located near the 3 0 -end of the original 6069 EcoRI fragment containing element IV (Figures 3B  and 4B ). These interactions were not observed in GM06990 cells. These results confirm the presence of looping elements at these locations, and further define the positions of these elements. Based on the two independent 3C analyses performed with EcoRI and BsrGI, we conclude that element III is contained within an 806-bp BsrGI-EcoRI fragment and that element IV is contained within the 1560 bp BsrGI restriction fragment ( Figure 4A ).
Above we identified interactions between EcoRI fragments containing elements III and IV. We wanted to know if the interactions between elements III and IV are mediated by the same elements as the interactions between the promoter fragment and element III and IV, respectively, or whether these distinct interactions involved other elements contained within the EcoRI restriction fragments. Therefore, we tested whether the same BsrGI fragments that interact with the promoter fragment also interact with each other. 3C analysis confirmed that the BsrGI fragment containing element III interacts most prominently with the BsrGI fragment that contains element IV ( Figure 3C ). These results suggest that the same elements that interact with the promoter also interact with each other.
Functional analysis of looping elements III and IV
Next we used reporter assays to determine whether any of the looping elements display enhancer activity. For this experiment we tested subsections of the EcoRI fragments that we originally found to interact with the CFTR promoter fragment. This provided us with a complementary approach to the 3C analysis described above using BsrGI to narrow down the precise location of the functional elements. We generated a Gateway compatible pGL3-basic vector that contains the luciferase gene and an upstream Gateway recombination cassette (47) . We used PCR to amplify the CFTR promoter and the looping elements identified above and added Gateway recombination tails (see 'Materials and Methods' section for genomic coordinates of these elements and the CFTR promoter fragment). Each of the looping elements was cloned upstream of the CFTR promoter, which, in a single Gateway recombination reaction, positioned the element and promoter immediately upstream of the luciferase coding region. We split each element fragment (defined as the EcoRI fragment that was found to interact with the CFTR promoter fragment) into smaller segments of 1.1-1.8 kb to allow locating the position of the regulatory element more precisely ( Figure 3D ): element III into two (IIIa and IIIb) and element IV into three segments (IVa, IVb and IVc). As a positive control we used the known enhancer located in intron 1 (28) . Luciferase activity was measured in CFTR-expressing Caco2 cells and non-CFTR-expressing HepG2 cells and normalized to the level detected with the CFTR promoter alone (pGL3-basic vector-promoter alone construct; see 'Materials and Methods' section).
As shown in Figure 3E , we find that the known enhancer (intron 1) activates the CFTR promoter in both Caco2 cells and HepG2 cells, although to a significantly higher level in HepG2 cells. The strong activity of the intron 1 enhancer in HepG2 cells was unexpected, given that this enhancer has been reported to be specific to intestinal cells (28, 48) . Interestingly, we found that the DHS present at this enhancer in intestinal cells is also prominently present in HepG2 cells (J.A.S., unpublished results), confirming that this enhancer is active in these cells. Furthermore, only one fragment (IVc), encompassing the distal portion of the EcoRI fragment containing element IV, modestly activates the CFTR promoter to a similar extent in both cell types. Importantly, fragment IVc overlaps the BsrGI restriction fragment that most prominently interacted with the promoter fragment, allowing us to further narrow down the element's position to a 1002 bp locus ( Figure 4B ).
Elements III and IV act synergistically
The lack of observed enhancer activity for the other tested DNA fragments could arise because enhancer assays can present as false-negatives or because these elements may be involved in CFTR regulation in other ways. We considered an additional possibility. Our 3C analysis indicated that in Caco2 cells element III interacts not only with the CFTR promoter but also prominently with element IV. Therefore we hypothesized that element III acts in concert with element IV. To test this directly we generated constructs in which both elements were cloned upstream of the CFTR promoter-luciferase construct. Specifically, we tested the part of element III (IIIb) that overlaps the BsrGI-EcoRI restriction fragment that contains the looping element. Interestingly, we find that the presence of both elements IIIb and IVc results in a modest synergistic activation of the CFTR promoter, as measured by expression of the luciferase gene ( Figure 3F ). More importantly, this increase in luciferase expression occurs specifically in CFTR expressing Caco2 cells and not in HepG2 cells, indicating that element III has enhancer activity in the presence of the element IV. Thus, two elements separated by $100 kb physically associate, and together synergistically activate the CFTR promoter specifically in Caco2 cells. We note that formally we cannot rule out an alternative explanation that in the context of the reporter construct element III on its own fails to activate the CFTR promoter due to its close proximity to the promoter.
Additional evidence for the presence of functional elements in the looping elements III and IV
The use of two enzymes in our 3C analysis, combined with the luciferase assays, allowed us to define the minimal interacting and functional regions containing elements III and IV. In Figure 4 we show, in modified UCSC genome browser shots, the EcoRI and BsrGI fragments that interacted most prominently with the promoter fragment. We also show the fragments that were tested in the luciferase assays. The minimal region of overlap between these fragments defines the positions of elements III and IV (indicated by vertical lines).
To obtain further evidence that the regions we identified here contain functional elements, we determined whether they display chromatin features that indicate the presence of regulatory elements. One hallmark of functional elements is the presence of DHSs, corresponding to nucleosome free regions bound by regulatory protein complexes. In addition, regulatory elements, e.g. enhancers, have been found to display characteristic histone modifications including increased levels of acetylation and high levels of histone H3 monomethylation at the fourth lysine residue (H3K4Me1). The CFTR locus was selected for study by the ENCODE pilot project and as part of this consortium we generated extensive data related to chromatin structure and modification (publicly available at http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/). Figure 4 shows our ENCODE data representing DNase I hypersensitivity (in Caco2, GM06990 and HeLa S3 cells) and a variety of histone modifications (as detected in GM06990 and HeLa S3 cells) for the genomic regions containing elements III and IV. Strikingly, the minimal regions containing elements III and IV (indicated by vertical lines in Figure 4 ) coincide precisely with the presence of DHSs. These hypersensitive sites are found in CFTR expressing cells (Caco2 and HeLa S3), but not in GM06990 or HepG2 cells. Also, in HeLa S3 cells the regions around elements III and IV are enriched in H3K4Me1 and acetylated H4. Some H3K4Me1 is also found at element III in GM06990 cells.
These comparisons strongly suggest that elements III and IV contain functional elements, and indicate that our 3C-based element discovery approach identified bona fide CFTR regulatory elements.
DISCUSSION
We have employed 3C to identify long-range regulatory elements that may be involved in controlling the CFTR gene. We identified four elements that interact with the CFTR promoter specifically in CFTR-expressing cells. These looping elements appear to be gene regulatory elements based on the following observations. First, two of the elements had been previously identified as putative regulatory elements and one of these elements (element II) has been found to directly affect CFTR expression (28, 41) . Second, these elements contain DHSs and, in the case of elements III and IV patterns of histone modifications in CFTR expressing cells that have previously been found to be predictive of distal regulatory elements (6, 7) . Third, elements III and IV can synergistically activate the CFTR promoter in expressing cells indicating that these elements can function as transcriptional enhancers.
Our studies did not identify all previously discovered regulatory elements around the CFTR locus. There are several reasons for this. First, we did not analyze all restriction fragments throughout the 460 Kb surrounding the CFTR promoter. For instance, initially we did not analyze interactions between the CFTR promoter and a known enhancer that is located 10 kb downstream of the promoter in intron 1. The Harris lab has recently shown that this element interacts with and regulates the CFTR promoter (21) . We have been able to confirm this looping interaction in subsequent 3C experiments using BsrGI (Supplementary Figure S2) . Second, we have focused on only those elements that consistently interact with the CFTR promoter in CFTR expressing cell lines (Caco2, HT29, HeLa S3). We did find that in some cell lines (e.g. HT29) there are additional elements that appear to frequently interact with the CFTR promoter, for instance a region just downstream of the gene. Consistently, the Harris lab has shown that the region contains additional elements that loop to the CFTR promoter in primary epididymis cells (23) . Thus, we have been able to confirm previously detected regulatory elements (elements I and II, as well as the known enhancer in intron 1), thereby validating our approach, and we have discovered novel CFTR regulatory elements.
In this study we focused on elements III and IV. Further 3C experiments allowed us to narrow the regions of interaction of these elements down to $1 kb. The results of the 3C mapping were fully consistent with reporter assays and both approaches identified the same putative regulatory elements. In addition, these elements coincide precisely with the presence of DHSs present in CFTR expressing cells and with regions enriched in histone modifications associated with enhancers (6) . Combined, these independent lines of research provide strong evidence that bona fide CFTR regulatory elements were identified. In a very recent similar study the Harris lab identified the same elements III and IV as CFTR enhancers (49) .
The long-range looping interactions described here are clearly correlated with expression of the CFTR gene. However, we note that the frequency of looping is not quantitatively related to the level of CFTR expression. The frequency of interaction between the CFTR promoter region and elements III and IV is quite comparable in Caco2 cells and HeLa S3 cells, despite the fact that Caco2 cells express the gene at a much higher level (Supplementary Figure S1) . This indicates that these long-range interactions are not sufficient for high levels of expression. One possible explanation is that in Caco2 cells additional transcription factors and/or co-regulators bind these elements to further activate the gene. We also point out that the long-range looping interactions between the CFTR promoter and elements I-IV are not required for a low level of expression, as GM06990 cells express very low, but detectable, levels of CFTR while none of these long-range interactions are detected. It is possible that this low level is simply due to basal promoter activity or is the result of long-range interactions with other distal regulatory element. For instance, we find that in GM06990 cells the promoter is interacting with the enhancer element in intron 1 (Supplementary Figure  S2) . Finally, we cannot rule out the possibility that immortalized cell lines such as GM06990 display somewhat altered expression patterns as compared to the primary cells of origin.
The four elements we uncovered in our 3C analysis interact with the CFTR promoter in all three CFTR expressing cells. These elements also all interact with each other, suggesting they form a single cluster of interacting chromatin segments (indicated by the grey circular area in Figure 5 ). We do note that the frequency of interaction between pairs of elements varies (Figure 2 ), and is also somewhat different between cell lines. Thus, although the overall conformation of the locus is comparable in Caco2 and HeLa S3 cells, there may be slight differences in the frequencies with which long-range interaction occur.
Our reporter assays suggest that elements III and IV activate the CFTR promoter in a synergistic manner. This is interesting because elements III and IV directly associate with each other, which could provide a mechanism by which widely spaced elements can coordinately control gene expression. It is likely that specific protein complexes associate with these elements and mediate interactions between them and with the CFTR promoter. Previous work from the Harris Lab has started to identify some proteins that could potentially associate with the DHS that is present in element IV. They found that this element contains two C!T polymorphisms, and these mutations alter the DNA binding of ARP-1 and HNF-4 in vitro (50) . They also found that C/EBP, CREB/ATF and AP-1 transcription factors can bind this region (22) . In addition, the transcription factor Myc can bind to element III [(10), Iyer lab (University of Texas, Austin); http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/]. Future studies will be aimed at identifying these protein complexes in more detail so that the mechanisms of long-range associations and their effect on transcription can be further dissected.
Identification of extra-genic elements that affect expression of CFTR will not only provide basic insights into spatio-temporal regulation of this important gene, it may also be important for genetic diagnosis of cystic fibrosis. A significant number of patients with cystic fibrosis symptoms do not appear to carry mutations in the CFTR exons or promoter, suggesting that extra-genic or intronic mutations may be present, e.g. in long-range acting gene regulatory elements. Mutations in regulatory elements can also result in disease characteristics that are distinct form the full cystic fibrosis phenotype, such as congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens. In the absence of information of the positions of distant regulatory elements it is not feasible to screen for mutations in a very large genomic region. Thus, identification of CFTR regulatory elements, as we have described here, provides new targets for mutation screening. Furthermore, gene therapy approaches for cystic fibrosis could benefit from knowledge of gene regulatory elements by including such elements in CFTR gene targeting constructs.
We have shown that 3C technology can be used to discover novel regulatory elements throughout gene loci. A variety of 3C adaptations have recently been developed that allow large-scale detection of chromatin looping interactions (27, (51) (52) (53) . Using these technologies, it may become possible to map the regulatory elements that control genes throughout the genome.
